Yes, it's a new photo of me, me with my Google Glass
on. I got them just over a week ago and immediately
took them to London where I was at three different
networking events in the legal sector in three days. I
reckon they started over 75 conversations, just by
having them. At one point, there was a queue of six
legal techies waiting to try them on! You can see two
examples of the video quality on Google+.
Some great content for you this month. Law firm's
toilets, a reflection on the Reinvent Law conference
and more.
All feedback is gratefully received by response, on
Twitter or Facebook. I don't want to write what you
don't want to read.
Regs... David.

Me in Google Glass...yes, of course I
bought the orange ones!
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But is that the full story? Here
Russell Gregory (Search

social media platforms, you

The event's strength is the mix
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a prospective client.
To find out more and how we
can help you get the best from
your social media please get
in touch.

How profitable are Law Firms? Really!
I came across this article while browsing. It is talking about US firms but the questions asked really give food
for thought to how law firm profits are viewed.

Law League's Rayne Tompson on the Link between Client Feedback and Profitability
This blog post from Rayne Thomson gives a detailed overview of the difference between a satisfied and a loyal
client. With great insight into the thinking that happens in the clients mind and some great ideas of how firms
can increase profit without incurring more cost.

All Solicitors are ...
This month's funny bit at the end is shows how searching Google could really affect a Solicitor's self esteem!
Click to see how Estate Agents fare.
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